
Rubric:  BHS Senior Games Artistic Tribute 

 

Team:  ________________________________________________________ 

 

4 3 2 1 

Composition     •Subject/Tribute  • Size  • Unity • Variety  •Balance 
 Chosen subject is an 

exemplary tribute to 

BHS in artistic form 

 The size of the artwork 

is appropriate for 

chosen subject and 

media 

 Artwork’s overall 

composition uses the 

principles of unity and 

variety to bring the 

best amount of interest 

and wholeness to the 

artwork. 

 Artwork is balanced in 

a way to provide a high 

degree of visual balance 

and interest. 

 68 Points 

 Chosen subject is an 

adequate tribute to BHS 

in artistic form 

 The size of the artwork 

is appropriate for 

chosen subject and 

media 

 Artwork’s overall 

composition uses the 

principles of unity and 

variety to bring a 

sufficient amount of 

interest and wholeness 

to the artwork 

 Artwork is balanced in 

a way that provides 

satisfactory visual 

balance and interest 

 52 Points 

 Chosen subject is a 

questionable tribute to 

BHS in artistic form 

 The size of the artwork 

is inappropriate for 

chosen subject and 

media 

 Artwork’s overall 

composition poorly 

uses the principles of 

unity and variety that 

leads to a sense of 

chaos or boredom in 

the artwork 

 Artwork is inadequately 

balanced. 

 34 Points 

 Chosen subject is not 

an appropriate tribute 

to BHS in artistic form 

 The size of the artwork 

is inappropriate for 

chosen subject and 

media 

 Unity and variety are 

not used correctly and 

work against each other 

to create chaos or 

boredom in the 

artwork. 

 Artwork is not balanced 

properly. 

 18 Points 

Media Use             •Skills/Technique  •Relationship to Subject/Tribute   
 Artwork illustrates 

students’ excellent skills 

in the chosen media. 

 Chosen media provides 

an outstanding and 

highly creative means of 

expression for the 

chosen subject/tribute 

to BHS. 

 66 Points 

 Artwork illustrates 

students’ satisfactory 

skills in the chosen 

media 

 Chosen media provides 

a moderate level of 

creative means of 

expression for the 

chosen subject/tribute 

 49 Points 

 Artwork illustrates 

students’ fair skills in 

the chosen media 

 Chosen media provides 

an unremarkable level 

of creative means of 

expression for the 

chosen subject/tribute 

 33 Points 

 Artwork illustrates 

students’ unsatisfactory 

skills in the chosen 

media 

 Chosen media provides 

very little creative 

means of expression for 

the chosen 

subject/tribute 

 16 Points 

Creativity        •Originality  •Use of Media  •Takes Risks 
 Beyond expectations; 

theme of artwork pays 

tribute to BHS in a 

highly original 

composition; 

exceptional creative use 

of media supports an 

original theme; took 

calculated risks with 

compositional layout. 

 66 Points 

 Meets expectations; 

theme of artwork pays 

tribute to BHS in an 

average composition; 

somewhat creative use 

of media supports a 

common theme; took 

limited risks with 

compositional layout. 

 49 Points 

 Below expectations; 

theme of artwork pays 

tribute to BHS in a 

below average 

composition; poor 

creative use of media 

supports a mediocre 

theme; took very little 

risk with compositional 

layout. 

 33 Points 

 Does not meet 

expectations; theme of 

artwork pays tribute to 

BHS in a poorly 

constructed 

composition with no 

creative use of media; 

no risk taken with 

compositional layout. 

 16 Points 

Total Points: 200 Total Points: 150 Total Points: 100 Total Points: 50 

 

Total Points Earned:  _______________________ 


